Payback is the all-in-one solution that works hard in any professional setting. Furnish a meeting room, private office or entire workplace to fit your needs while maintaining consistency throughout. With thoughtful features and timeless design, Payback offers an unmatched return on investment.
Payback works hard in a variety of environments, including open work spaces and reception areas. Ideal for small businesses, Payback’s broad selection of assembled and modular components can be configured and reconfigured all while maintaining a small footprint.
Payback offers a substantial combination of modular components and integrated power for today’s office. The vertical workwall provides open and closed storage options, freeing the top surface for work and collaboration.
From conference rooms to private offices, Payback is perfectly scaled to support a range of classic and executive spaces. Mix and match components to create a personalized yet consistent aesthetic for group collaboration or customer interaction.

ONE AESTHETIC FOR ALL SPACES.

EXECUTIVE PAYBACK

Thicker worksurface edge available in flat edge band or optional ribbed profile.
FLEXIBLE IN EVERY SETTING.

Continue a consistent aesthetic throughout the workplace, from small private enclaves for focused, independent work to intelligent group workspaces. When paired with FlexFrame® workwall, Payback offers an integrated solution to support real-time collaboration and HD videoconferencing.

INTEGRATED POWER
Workers can plug digital devices in through Payback’s integrated tabletop power and data outlets.

CABLE MANAGEMENT
Power is easily accessed through the rectangular table base.

LAYERED STORAGE
Payback supports real estate compression through layered storage options: mobile pedestals, freestanding storage and upper storage.
EFFICIENT STORAGE.

Open or closed, filed or piled, Payback offers a wide-range of storage options to keep information and personal belongings accessible and organized.
STATEMENT OF LINE

DESKS & RETURNS

Desks: 30"-42"D; 60"-84"W
Desk Shells: 20"-36"D; 30"-96"W
Notification Desks: 24"-30"D; 36"-60"W
Optional Desk Shells: 20"-24"D; 60"-78"W
Molded Corner Desks: 24"-48"D; 36"-72"W
Reception Desk & Return: 24"-30"D; 48"-72"W
Slatwall Shelves: 18"-74"W

CREDENZAS

Credenzas w/ Pedestals: 20"-24"D; 60"-72"W
Credenzas w/ Single Pedestal: 20"-24"D; 60"-72"W
Credenzas w/ Lateral File: 20"-24"D; 60"-72"W
Credenzas w/ Lateral File & Cabinet: 24"-26"D; 66"-72"W
Lateral File: 29"-44"H; 30"-36"W
Staking Lateral File: 29"-44"H; 30"-36"W
Lateral File: 29"-44"H; 30"-36"W

ATTACHED PEDESTALS

CREDENZAS

Credenzas w/ Pedestals: 24"-26"D; 66"-72"W
Credenzas w/ Single Pedestal: 24"-26"D; 66"-72"W
Credenzas w/ Lateral File: 24"-26"D; 66"-72"W
Credenzas w/ Lateral File & Cabinet: 24"-26"D; 66"-72"W

UPPER STORAGE

Storage & Wardrobe Cabinets: 20"-24"D; 48"-71"H
Storage & Wardrobe Cabinets: 20"-24"D; 48"-71"H
Desk Shelves: 15"-17"; 29"-71"H

POWER & TECHNOLOGY

SUPPORTS

Meeting Room Carts
Wall Markerboard
Video Cabinets
Lecterns
Occasional Tables

ACCESORIES

Grommets
Center Drawer
Keyboard Shelf

DIMENSIONS ARE NOMINAL. PLEASE REFER TO THE SPECIFICATION GUIDE FOR ACTUAL DIMENSIONS, AS WELL AS A COMPLETE LIST OF SPECIFICATIONS AND PARTS.

ATTACHED PEDESTALS

MOBILE PEDESTALS

PULLS

Simple Materials: Hook, Ledge

SUSTAINABILITY

By rethinking our business systems and designing our products to avoid negative impacts on humans and the environment, we contribute to a sustainable future for the planet and its people. We commit to advancing our practices through continuous learning and building partnerships with our customers, business partners and environmental thought leaders to optimize our performance and contribute to the science and practice of sustainability.

TO FIND OUT MORE VISIT
WWW.STEELCASE.COM/SUSTAINABILITY

SCS Indoor Advantage™ certified
BIFMA-level™ 2 certified

COLORS ARE REPRESENTATIVE AND MAY VARY SLIGHTLY FROM ACTUAL MATERIAL.

For further options visit us online.

SURFACE MATERIALS

LAMINATES

Arctic White
Clear Maple
Cherry
Clear Oak
Natural Cherry Version 2
Clear Walnut
Sienna Walnut
Chocolate Walnut

FABRICS

Polar Beige
Silver Beige
Stark
White
Charcoal
Acacia Iron
Graphite
Stark
Black

GLASS SKINS

Sun White

SUSPENDABLE GLASS SKINS

Ice White
Love how you work.